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BHMI Launches Concourse – Extended Settlement EXPLAINED Video
This animated video shows how Concourse – Extended Settlement enables financial service companies
to settle all electronic payment transactions on time, all the time.
Omaha, NE — November 3, 2017 — Baldwin Hackett & Meeks, Inc. (BHMI), a leading provider of enterprise
software applications, has launched the fourth video in a new Concourse EXPLAINED animated video series.

This video explains how Concourse – Extended Settlement enables financial service companies to settle all
electronic payment transactions on time, all the time.
By leveraging the continuous processing architecture and configurable rules engine in Concourse, companies
can:


Automatically load data from all transaction sources



Spread processing throughout the day



Speed up settlement cycles



Align settlement plans based on individual client relationships



Support different settlement windows throughout the day



Operate in hub-spoke, point-to-point, or both



Reference an unlimited number of accounts



Split funds across multiple businesses based on relationships



Easily define or modify settlement rules without changing code



Move funds based on currency type



Create settlement files for external entities and internal systems



View real-time transaction and settlement activity



See current net settlement positions



Track suspended funds and evaluate exceptions



Provide online summaries to clients



Distribute accurate and timely reports



Meet strict service level agreements

BHMI is inviting people to watch this short and entertaining video to learn more about Concourse – Extended
Settlement. To watch this video, click here.

ABOUT BALDWIN HACKETT & MEEKS, INC.
Baldwin Hackett & Meeks, Inc. (BHMI) is an elite group of technologists who have been creating primary
business applications since 1986. From small startups to Fortune 500 companies, BHMI clients have one thing
in common – they trust BHMI to develop software that ensures the successful operation of their businesses.
This is because BHMI’s core competency is creating enterprise software applications that are continuously
available, highly scalable, and undeniably reliable. For more than three decades, BHMI has developed and
supported hundreds of applications across a wide range of industries. This includes both custom applications
and software products. BHMI leveraged this expertise to create one of the world’s most flexible and powerful
back office solutions in the electronic payments industry – the Concourse Financial Software Suite. For more
information, please visit www.bhmi.com.

